
International
Medical School

Clinical training in the US, UK, or Canada



17,000+ 
SCHOOL OF 

MEDICINE GRADUATES
In more than four decades, 

we have graduated more than 
17,000 physicians to the global 

health care system.

1,400 
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE 

CLINICAL FACULTY
1,400 clinical faculty at more 
than 70 hospitals and health 

systems in the US, UK,  
and Canada.

70+ 
LEADING HOSPITALS

and health systems in three 
countries offer clinical 

and ambulatory training.

96% 
FIRST-TIME 
PASS RATE

for all SGU students on 
the USMLE 1 in 2018.

465 
BASIC SCIENCES FACULTY
Our team of 465 Basic Sciences 
faculty members is located on 

the True Blue campus in Grenada  
and is dedicated to the 
success of our students.

MEDICAL EDUCATION 
WITH GLOBAL IMPACT

St. George’s University has been providing the world with 
highly trained doctors for more than 40 years. Founded as 
an independent School of Medicine in 1976, we pioneered 
the concept of international medical education. As a 
medical school with a worldwide mission, SGU draws 
students and faculty from more than 140 countries 
who want to incorporate a multicultural perspective 
into their medical careers for a truly global impact. 
Our graduates have been licensed in all 50 US 
states and Canada and have practiced in more 
than 50 countries of the world.

In addition to four-, five-, six-, and seven-
year Doctor of Medicine  programs, 
the School of Medicine awards 
master’s degrees in public health, 
epidemiology, microbiology, and 
other sciences, as well as PhDs 
in many disciplines. The School 
of Medicine is committed to 
student success within an 
international academic 
environment.

SCHOOL OF 
MEDICINE

91% 
OF ELIGIBLE NON-US 

2019 GRADUATES 

who applied for a US postgraduate 
position obtained one at the 

time of graduation.1 
 

1Data as of September 2019

St. George’s University is recognized by  
the Medical Council of India (MCI)



SGU GRADUATES HAVE PRACTICED IN ALL US NEWS 
AND WORLD REPORT’S TOP US HOSPITALS

SGU FACTS

50:50
ratio of lectures to  

small group sessions

8:1
student-to-faculty  

ratio in small  
group sessions

4:1
students-to-cadaver 
ratio in anatomy lab

1. Mayo Clinic

2.  Massachusetts General Hospital

3. Johns Hopkins Hospital

4. Cleveland Clinic

5.  New York-Presbyterian Hospital-Columbia and Cornell

6. UCLA Medical Center

7.  UCSF Medical Center

8.  Cedars-Sinai Medical Center

9. NYU Langone Hospitals

10.  Northwestern Memorial Hospital

11.  University of Michigan Hospitals-Michigan Medicine

12.  Stanford Health Care-Stanford Hospital

13.  Brigham and Women's Hospital

14. Mount Sinai Hospital

15.  UPMC Presbyterian Shadyside

16. Keck Hospital of USC

17.  University of Wisconsin Hospitals

18/19.  Hospitals of the University of Pennsylvania-Penn Presbyterian (tie)

18/19. Mayo Clinic-Phoenix (tie)

20/21. Houston Methodist Hospital (tie)

20/21.  Yale New Haven Hospital (tie)

Source: US News and World Report, 2019-2020 www.usmle.org/performance-data



STUDENT PROFILE

CURRENT STUDENT BODY

8,256
students

6,347 School of Medicine

857 School of Veterinary Medicine

770 School of Arts and Sciences

284 School of Graduate Studies

Student Gender

55%
Female

45%
Male 

Student Citizenship

76%
US and 

Canadian 
Citizens 

24%
All Other 
Citizens 

SGU IN INDIA

140
Countries from which SGU 
MD students and faculty 

have been drawn 

300+
SGU Graduates are 

from India 
 

Data as of March 2020 

120+
Current SGU MD students 

are from India

Data as of March 2020

Data as of October 2019



ENTRY REQUIREMENTS

DOCTOR OF MEDICINE PROGRAM OUTLINE
ENTRY POINTS, REQUIREMENTS, AND CURRICULUM
Entry points are available for students from any education system around the 
world—including a four-year program for those entering with a traditional 
baccalaureate degree and five-, six-, and seven-year programs for those 
entering with international degrees. Students presenting secondary school 
(or Advanced Level or International Baccalaureate) credentials are placed 
into the five- or six-year programs based on academic background and 
performance. 

ENGLISH LANGUAGE REQUIREMENTS
If English is not their principal language, the applicant must have achieved 
a minimum score of 600 (paper-based), 250 (computer-based), or 100 
(Internet-based) on the Test of English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL),  
or a 7.0 overall score on the International English Language Testing System 
(IELTS).

MEDICAL COLLEGE ADMISSION TEST (MCAT) EXEMPTION
International students are exempt from the MCAT admission requirement. 
Based on the complexities of different curricula from around the world, we 
do not encourage our non-US and non-Canadian citizens or permanent 
residents (including those educated in North America) to sit the MCAT. It is a 
US-centric exam. SGU does recommend international students sit the UKCAT 
to provide additional quantitative information on your academic and science 
foundation. The UKCAT is not mandatory, but is a suggestion.

PROGRAM QUALIFICATIONS ENTRY POINT

4-Year MD Program Bachelor’s degree in the requisite sciences Medical Year 1

5-Year MD Program

Advanced Levels: Minimum 3 subjects BBB ; Biology, Chemistry, and 
either Math or Physics; Biology, Math, or Physics can be accepted at AS 
level with strong non-science third A level.

CAPE Units 1 and 2: Minimum grade of 2 in Biology, Chemistry, and 
either Physics or Maths. If applicant has a 1 at CAPE 1 level in either 
Physics or Maths, then another subject can be considered.

Full IB Diploma: Requires a minimum score of 32 points; 3 HL science 
subjects recommended; minimum of 2 HL subjects required, which 
must include Chemistry and Biology; results 5 or higher.

Associate degree: 60 credits or equivalent with Biology, Chemistries, 
and Mathematics.

India 10+2: Average 80%; Biology, Chemistry, Math, Physics, English,  
no grade below 80%.

Preclinical Year 3

6-Year MD Program
Further Education: AS Levels, Baccalaureate, South Africa Matric, 
Higher School Exam, Irish Leaving Certificate, Senior Certificate.

Preclinical Year 2

7-Year MD Program Secondary school diploma: Strong science performance. Preclinical Year 1



My daughter recently completed Term 2 at SGU. She was a part of 
the SGU/NU Program, which is in collaboration with Northumbria 
University, Newcastle. She completed her premedical studies from 
Northumbria. The terms so far have been tough but her hard work 
and dedication have paid off. I’m happy to see her progress each 
term. SGU has not only focused on the academics but her overall 
development as a future doctor. It is important for a doctor to not only 
have knowledge but also skills and to tackle any obstacle when under 
stress, and SGU trains them for that. She finds all the teachers easy to 
approach and the lectures very interactive.

MRS. TARANDEEP 
Mother of Rupal Biyan • MD Year 2, Medicine 
Strawberry Fields High School, Chandigarh

ALUMNI, STUDENTS, AND PARENTS FROM INDIA

With my international upbringing, I was drawn 
to and enrolled in the SGU/NU program. England 
was a wonderful experience, and between basic 
sciences and clinicals, I really enjoyed living and 
learning in three different countries. Also, I was able 
to participate in the India selective in Karad, during 
which we really got to see the challenges that some 
physicians have to overcome to provide health care 
for their patients. It’s a situation in which you’re 
really asked to step out of your comfort zone.”

DR. DHRUV GUPTA, MD • INDIA

SGU provides world class amenities and the 
campus is very well equipped to take care of 
all basic needs. There are various food options 
available on campus including many Indian food 
vendors. The hospitality of the people here has 
made SGU a home away from home. Medical 
studies can be very emotionally and mentally 
draining, but at SGU there is a helping hand along 
each step and one never feels lost or alone.

BHAVIKA GUPTA • MD YEAR 2 • DELHI

The campus is absolutely beautiful, surrounded 
by cascading hills and breathtaking views of the 
Caribbean ocean. Studies at St. George’s University 
are definitely worth traveling the distance for. 
The school offers personal office hours with the 
professors and review sessions on lecture material. 
Also, there are numerous study halls for either 
personal or group studies. Overall, the application 
experience for SGU was easy and straightforward.

RUTVA RAJEEVGOWDA • MD YEAR 1 • BENGALURU



My son Ramit was a student of Modern School Vasant Vihar, Delhi 
and further completed his MD in 2018 from St. George’s University. 
SGU has a beautiful campus that is an ideal place for studies with 
safe environment for students. We are very grateful to SGU for the 
opportunity. A piece of advice for other aspirants is to be focused and 
study sincerely.

MR. SANJIV RELAN • VASANT VIHAR, NEW DELHI 
Father of Dr. Ramit Relan, MD • Transitional Year, Radiology, New York  
Modern School, Vasant Vihar, New Delhi

The reason I chose St. George’s University and 
why it was my first choice is the solid track record 
of producing successful physicians, students’ 
success in the USMLE, and favorable residency 
and fellowship results. My experience at SGU was 
nothing but positive.

DR. PARIN MAKADIA, MD • INDIA

SGU is a melting pot of diverse cultures as it 
attracts students from far flung geographies. 
Hence naturally you get to meet and interact  
with individuals from different parts of the world. 
This helps you really understand and respect 
other cultures.

DR. SUKANYA VARTAK, MD • INDIA

From New Delhi to Grenada to New Jersey 
and now Omaha, my SGU journey can be best 
described as both humbling and gratifying. Not 
only did SGU enable me to fulfill my dreams and 
aspirations, it also allowed me to make lifelong 
relationships with people I met during my journey.

DR. SAURABH CHANDAN, MD • INDIA

Jasmay Randhawa chose SGU due to the high 
success and match rate of its graduates. He 
completed one premed year at SGU, which helped 
him to understand the education system and ease 
his transition to medical school. Dr. Randhawa 
aspires to become an orthopaedic surgeon in the 
United States.

JASMAY RANDHAWA • MD YEAR 3 • INDIA



My first impression of SGU was it felt a little like a home away from 
home because it’s much smaller in size than a lot of the other 
universities are, especially for this field. So it feels like a good transition 
for any student from a high school to the real world. The other thing 
that I really liked about is that you can get into a medical school 
directly. You don’t have to do the premed program, which is what 
most of our students coming to this side of the world are going to have 
to deal with.

MS. NITIKA THAKUR • VISITED SGU IN JUNE 2018 
School Career Counselor Dhirubhai Ambani International School, Mumbai

When I was told about this place offering programs in medicine and 
located on a 21 by 12 mile island, I did not take it seriously until I landed 
there and could see it for myself. The University seems to be the heart 
of the island. Having visited several top universities around the world I 
can confidently say that St. George's University is doing a remarkable 
job in the field of medical education. Studying in Grenada at St. 
George’s University can truly be a unique experience.

V. KARTHIKEYAN • VISITED SGU IN JUNE 2018 
HR Consultant and Career Counselor, The Lawrence School, Lovedale

SCHOOL COUNSELORS AND SUMMER PROGRAM PARTICIPANTS FROM INDIA

The entire experience of the Summer Academy 
taught me to look past even the horizon and 
showed me that there’s a lot more to university 
than just academics. I thoroughly enjoyed all 
the activities as well as the classes as it was 
the perfect balance of lectures and lab work. It 
helped me understand the pathway to a career in 
medicine and veterinary medicine. The beautiful 
campus facing the beach and blue waters was an 
added bonus!

SIMRAN DESHPANDE • ATTENDED MED/VET SUMMER 
LEADERSHIP ACADEMY, 2018 
Student • Bombay International School, Mumbai

To live passionately, one must have a dream. 
But the biggest challenge is discovering your 
passion when you are an impressionable teenager. 
Keeping this in mind, attending this summer 
program helped me define my future to quite 
an extent. The study program was well-spaced 
between the academics, the hands-on training, 
and the leadership activities. SGU gave us a very 
warm welcome; with its extremely knowledgeable 
teachers, encouraging mentors, and beautiful 
campus it was a wonderful atmosphere. This was 
an experience I would never forget and I think it is 
advisable for anyone who is interested in this field. 

KUMUDINI THORAT • ATTENDED MED/VET SUMMER 
LEADERSHIP ACADEMY, 2018 
Student • SNBP International School, Pune



Our counselor visit at St. George’s University was extremely well 
planned. We were treated to every facet of the University and to 
every facet of Grenada as a country. This provided a truly holistic and 
in-depth understanding of what a student would experience when 
studying and living here. Of particular value, and to be admired, is 
the depth of academic support, the depth of student pastoral care, 
and the depth and sensitivity with which they ensure a student’s 
wellbeing while they are in the midst of their rigorous academic 
preparation. Hearing from students currently studying at Grenada 
further strengthened my own assessment of all that I experienced 
and observed at SGU and Grenada. I strongly encourage counselors 
and students to make a visit and experience St. George’s University 
and the island of Grenada!

MS. IRIS MADEIRA • VISITED SGU IN JUNE 2018 
Lead Counselor - Hillspring International School and Bombay International 
School, Partner Madhavi Desai Consulting Pvt. Ltd.

SCHOOL COUNSELORS AND SUMMER PROGRAM PARTICIPANTS FROM INDIA

The SGU’s Summer Leadership Academy was 
a positive experience. I initially applied for the 
summer school scholarship to understand the 
medical course and whether it would suit me. My 
interests in medicine peaked even higher after 
attending this program, which was well organized. 
Everyone who was a part of this program, from 
the professors to the students of the university, far 
exceeded my expectations. I would like to thank 
them for making me fall in love with this course. 
The program was a perfect balance of academic 
and extracurricular activities which were able 
to help me relax and enjoy while simultaneously 
learning. In short, I enjoyed the summer school in 
all its aspects and can say I have learned a lot and 
I would recommend this program to those who 
want to pursue Medicine in the future.

ASHWIN NARESH • ATTENDED MED/VET SUMMER 
LEADERSHIP ACADEMY, 2018 
Student •Pathways World School, Aravali, Gurgaon

The Summer Leadership Academy at St. George's 
University was an amazing experience for me. The 
program was well planned and balanced with lots 
of learning and fun. It not only gave me a glimpse 
of the practical aspects of medicine as a profession 
but also how it is to study in med school, which 
further instilled in me pride and confidence about 
the profession l have chosen. The infrastructure and 
state-of-the-art and campus surrounded by natural 
beauty, making it an ideal environment for learning. 
The teaching methodology at St. George’s requires 
a special mention as it is largely experiential, 
where medical concepts are taught using practical 
examples. I feel thoroughly enriched with this 
experience and have made friends here for life.

REET KOHLI • ATTENDED MED/VET SUMMER 
LEADERSHIP ACADEMY, 2018 
Student • Ahlcon International School, New Delhi



ROUTES TO AN MD FROM ST. GEORGE’S UNIVERSITY

YEAR

1
YEAR

2
YEAR

3
YEAR

1
YEAR

2
YEAR

3
YEAR

4

UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAM

7-Year MD
Program Start

Undergraduate
Sciences I

1  Students in the SGU/NU 5-year program will spend 1 year in preclinical, 1 year in basic sciences and may do 6 months of clinical rotations in the UK. 
Students in the SGU/NU 4-year program will spend 1 year in basic sciences and up to one year in the UK. Clinical rotations may not be done in the UK 
for the last six months of year four/five.

Undergraduate
Sciences I

Undergraduate
Sciences III

Basic Principles
of Medicine

Principles of
Clinical Medicine

Core
Clerkship1

Advanced
Clinical1

6-Year MD
Program Start

5-Year MD
Program Start

4-Year MD
Program Start

POSTGRADUATE PROGRAM

APPLICATION PROCESS

ACCEPT OFFER 
AND SUBMIT 
DEPOSIT TO 

SECURE YOUR 
SPOT

TRAVEL TO 
GRENADA 

OR UK

START 
STUDYING 
MEDICINE!

FILL OUT 
APPLICATION

sgu.edu/apply-now

ADMISSION
DECISION

INTERVIEW SUBMIT  
TRANSCRIPTS 

AND LETTERS OF 
RECOMMENDATION



Thanks to a partnership that exists between St. George’s University of Medicine 
and Northumbria University in Newcastle, SGU gives international students the 
opportunity to earn an MD and complete up to 50% of their degree in the United 
Kingdom. Four-, Five, and Six-year MD students who begin their studies at 
Northumbria University will complete one year of integrated basic sciences 
at our technologically-advanced campus in Grenada. 

Staff from both SGU and NU teach on the same two-year basic 
sciences program schedule. As the programs mirror each other, entry 
requirements, curriculum, and testing cadence all follow the same 
principles and schedules, which allows students to receive the exact 
same educational foundation regardless of location. 

Students studying in Newcastle will gain academic 
credit from both SGU and NU and are also eligible to receive 
a Diploma in Higher Education (DipHE) in Medical Sciences. 
These students are invited to attend Northumbria 
University’s graduation ceremony, held each year at the 
True Blue Campus in Grenada.  

The SGU/NU program is led by resident faculty 
and administrators, with the added benefit of 
teaching support from visiting professors and 
Northumbria University faculty. The final 
two years of study will connect traditional 
academic preparation with hands on 
clinical experience.

Angel of the North, Gateshead, UK

A UK PATHWAY TO A POSTGRADUATE MD DEGREE

MD PATHWAY INDIA 
RAMAIAH UNIVERSITY

YEAR

1
YEAR

2
YEAR

3
YEAR

4
YEAR

5

Undergraduate
Sciences

Basic Principles
of Medicine

Principles of
Clinical Medicine

Core
Clerkship1

Advanced
Clinical1



admissionindia@sgu.edu 

CONTACT US TO 
LEARN MORE

www.sgu.edu/md
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Founded in 1976 with the goal of drawing the best talent and 
practices from around the world, St. George’s University has 
become a leading center for academic excellence worldwide. 
With students and faculty drawn from more than 140 
countries, we truly are an international institution, with 
a uniquely global perspective, perfectly poised to help 
educate students in this rapidly changing world.


